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FREE FORM FACTORY
The Free Form Factory is a stand-up jet ski manufacturer. 
We have developed an indestructible jet-ski in order to 
push the progression of the sport.



LOGODEVELOPMENT
The design of this logo needed to come from within the sport. As a company, 
Free Form Factory is striving to push the progression of the freestyle jet ski 
community. The logo reflects the ‘freedom’ the hull allows for and the ‘form’ of 
the rider.
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Started by creating a template that would apply like a graphics kit in multiple 
pieces but would look like a vehicle wrap. The design language was to keep the 
kits simplistic but allow the customer to choose from multiple color options.

GRAPHICKITS

INSPIRATION



GRAPHICKITS



YAWN DOG BED
The Yawn Dog Bed, a raised dog bed, collects 
hair as a dog sleeps, reducing a pet owner’s 
time-consuming and labor-intensive household 
cleaning chores.



46%
of U.S.

households
have a dog

58%
of dog owners
are ages 18-24

76%
consider their
dogs apart of

their family

65%
of dogs have

free run of 
the house

EXCEPT

You have to
vacuum very

frequently

You must clean
up their hair
as soon as 
possible

Your dog needs
to be brushed

daily



Is there a way to reducing a pet owner’s time-consuming and labor-intensive
household cleaning chores? I explored three distinctive approaches: passive, active,
and traditional methods.

SKETCHIDEATION
PASSIVE 
APPROACH

ACTIVE 
APPROACH

TRADITIONAL 
METHODS



How might a dog bed assist an owner with keeping up with their dog’s hair 
passively? This bed must accomplish three key things: the surface material 
must attract hair, it must allow for breathability, and it must collect and 
consolidate the dog’s hair.

DESIGNAPPROACH

ATTRACTION
The surface material should attract

the dog’s loose hair.

BREATHABILITY
The surface should allow for 

breathabilty to keep the dog cool 
while allowing for hair to sift through 

the top.

COLLECT
The bed should collect the 

loose hair the dog leaves behind.



It was essential to do a series of tests regarding how the surface would flex and
still provide comfort without pinching the dog. 

PROTOTYPING



Experimented with a number of patterns using a CNC in order to determine 
which one had the most multi-directional flexability, did not pinch the dog, and 
optimized the amount of perforations per surface area in order to allow the hair 
to pass through with ease.

PATTERNDEVELOPMENT



FINALDESIGN

TOP SURFACE
The top surface is silicone rubber in order to 
attract the hair. The perforations in the surface 
allow for breathability and for the hair to pass
through to underneath.

1/16” die-cut silicone rubber 1/16” die-cut HDPE
Injection-molded HDPE

ASSEMBLY
Top surface panel slides into the slits on the 
side of each of the four rails. The frame rails are 
then screwed together at each of the four
joints.

MANUFACTURING

ATTRACT COLLECTSLEEP



REEBOK APPAREL DESIGN
While at my internship at Dick’s Sporting Goods, I found a white 
space in the Reebok apparel flloor pad. I took on the task of 
regenerating Reebok Basketball, in order to retain some of their 
marketshare back from Nike.



R E E B O K
B A S K E T B A L L

REEBOK EVOLUTION

BRING BASKETBALL BACK THROUGH LIFESTYLE
In order to build a basketball apparel sector under the Reebok name we 
need to have the sneakers to go with it and the athletes to back it. 
However, that is out of our control, we exclusively designed Reebok 
apparel only.  So in order to build Reebok Basketball I went after the 
lifestyle that basketball embodies. 



DEVIN 
SMITH
Div. 1 Basketball 
Player for Syracuse 
University

CUSTOMEROVERVIEW

B A S K E T B A L L 16-22 
years old

male
Lifestyle revolves
around basketball

Apparel needs to 
provide variety, 

performance, and
style



MARKETTRENDS
Current trends show emphasis on: all over prints, geo-patterns,
men’s floral prints, motion/illusion prints, and sleeveless silhouettes.

GEO-FLORAL
PRINTS

MOTION/
ILLUSION

SLEEVELESS
SILHOUETTES



10”

SILHOUETTESKETCHES
With each silhouette I considered what these pieces would be used for, especially when 
basketball apparel has become a lifestyle based fashion. These pieces could be used in 
game day, warm-up or cool-down, or as casual wear.

4”

1.5”

7”

3.5”

mesh yoke 

HB jaquard elastic WB

mesh gusset

11” inseam



ARTWORKDEVELOPMENT
The overall graphic elements needed to emphasize this newly elevated area in 
Reebok apparel. All the artwork incorporated Reebok’s new delta logo in order 
to show that Reebok Basketball apparel is the higher end of the Reebok 
apparel, similar to Nike’s ELITE sub-brand.



FINALPROTOTYPES
This short silhouette offers a mesh gusset and rear yoke to provide 
breathability to the athlete. The main body material is a poly-spandex mesh 
with an elastic waistband and a half back jaquard elastic back waistband. 
The side piece insert has a gradient effect with the Reebok logo.



FINALPROTOTYPES
This silhouette is a sleeveless hooded sweatshirt. The main body material 
is a french terry with a subtle sublimated delta logo all-over print. This 
piece is a transitional lifestyle piece used both on and off the court.



FINALPROTOTYPES
This silhouette  was created to provide a solution to the “cut-off” t-shirt. 
This sleeveless shirt has an extra dropped sleeve feature using a moisture
wicking cotton-poly blend material. Each one would offer a full frontal 
graphic.



STORAGE SYSTEM
This product was designed to be sold through the Dwell 
store. It fills a whitespace in the product’s they sell, by providing
a product that is designed as a system where you buy the 
components that fit you and not just a single product.



Dwell’s offerings provide a customer with a home filled with comfort without 
having an absence of design. However, they do not offer many pieces that
can be custom to the individual’s needs and space. Nor do they offer too 
many pieces that can serve as a different use to each customer.

WHITESPACE

STORAGE
Dwell’s storage offerings are limited to 
decorative display shelving and smaller 
hutches.

CUSTOMIZATION
The products in the Dwell Store do not 
allow the customer much flexibility in the 
use and or scale of the product.



NOMADICGENERATION
The nomadic lifestyle typically refers to someone who lives without a fixed address. 
However, young professionals today are following their dream jobs and moving from city 
to city similar to a nomad but reside there for a couple years before moving. Their lifestyle 
reflects what they purchase due to what they can bring with them next.

CONSTANTLY MOVING
The younger college graduate is  typically 
moving from job to job every few years out 
of school.

SMALL SPACES
The apartments this generation is moving in 
and out of is quite small. Most rooms have 
to be used for more than one purpose.

A HOME
Although the modern day nomad is moving 
from place to place, they still want to purchase 
substantial furniture to make the house a home.



DESIGNGOALS
COMPONENTS
The design will use minimal components to 
accomplish a larger product, maximizing 
the use of the product per the individual.

CONTRASTING MATERIALS
The materials will come together at the 
joints. Although they contrast one another 
(i.e. aluminum and wood) they work well 
together through their mutual functions.

SYSTEM DESIGN
The product will embody a modular system 
design in which what is purchased is parts 
and pieces and not a complete product. It 
is up to the consumer to define the use.

PERSONALIZATION 
The system will allow the consumer to add 
and subtract parts to build their own 
configuration. Whether that be a TV media 
center or front entry seating.



INITIALIDEATION

MATERIAL
RELATIONSHIP

METHODS 
OF STORAGE



The goal was to manufacture enough components to produce three products. This allowed me to 
understand what it takes to manufacture a single product, make changes, and manage vendors 
throughout the process.

MANUFACTURINGSTUDIES



FINALDESIGN



FINALDESIGN
The final design is a modular storage system that can be used as a
TV media unit, an armoire, or a front entry bench.
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